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Schaub & Srote Welcomes New Senior
Structural Engineer, Rick Hoehne Jr.
(ST. LOUIS, MO – August 15, 2016) – Schaub & Srote Architects, LLC. is pleased to announce
the hiring of Rick R. Hoehne Jr., PE, as Senior Structural Engineer and head of Schaub &
Srote's Structural Engineering division. Hoehne comes to Schaub & Srote with two engineering
degrees from University of Kansas and a 25 year professional career in structural engineering
design and construction management with extensive experience in the industrial, institutional,
commercial, and residential sectors. He is a licensed PE in the state of Missouri and a member
of the American Society of Steel Construction. Additionally, Hoehne serves an appointed
position on the Building Code Board of Appeals for the City of Wentzville.
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As a Senior Structural Engineer, Hoehne will supervise all aspects of the planning and
preparation of construction documents, coordination with design and architecture teams to
ensure safety of aesthetic concepts within the construction, examine existing structures
intended for renovation or at risk of collapse and advise how to improve structural integrity,
participate in the assessment of building sites and collaborate with other engineers.
“We look forward to having Rick on our team,” stated David Schaub, principal partner of Schaub
& Srote. “With the addition of Rick’s specialized experience, our firm is now more prepared and
will become more efficient at overseeing large-scale architectural and structural engineering
projects.”

About Schaub & Srote: Schaub & Srote Architects provides full-service architectural expertise
in both residential and commercial markets. The firm’s residential segment is specialized in the
design of luxury homes and estate properties, while the commercial segment specializes in
project master planning, programming and architectural design. The history of Schaub & Srote
dates back to 1992 when David Schaub founded Schaub Design Group, Inc. After nearly two
decades in business, David and the Schaub Design Group united talents with Robert Srote and
his emerging architectural firm Residential Masterworks. In 2012 Schaub & Srote Architects was
born. In 2015 after finding success in many commercial projects, Schaub & Srote acquired John
Lark & Associates, an accomplished architectural firm specializing in commercial planning and
design. Since establishing, Schaub & Srote has created award-winning master planned
communities and model homes, speculation homes, additions and renovations; along with
notable multi-family projects and townhouses. The firm’s commercial portfolio also includes
more than thirty Shop ‘n Save Supermarkets, numerous retail shopping centers, restaurants,
office buildings, tenant finish and other specialty projects. Schaub & Srote continues to raise the
benchmark while achieving national recognition and receiving numerous awards from
institutions such as: Houzz.com, International Builder's Show, AGC of America, St. Louis Homes
& Lifestyles, At Home Architect & Designer Awards. The firm is currently licensed in AZ, CO, IL,
IN, KY, MI, MO, MS, NC, OH, TN, TX, and WI.
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